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ORGANISATION NAME

ABOUT US

OUR PHILOSOPHY - ESTABLISHING SUSTAINABLE DIGITAL COMMUNITIES

PT SportSuite 

PT SportSuite  is a digital platform provider with 
solutions tailored for the professional sports 
industry. PT SportSuite is powered by Publisher’s 
Toolbox – digital technology specialists with 10 
years’ experience providing solutions to the media, 
brand, broadcasting and sporting industries.

Our digital platforms and modules meet the digital 
needs of sporting organisations across: fan and 
player generated content; video OTT; real-time 
analytics integration; digital subscriptions, user 
analytics; augmented reality; m-commerce; and 
dynamic in-app targeted advertising. 
 

We have collaborated with Bristol Sport, British & 
Irish Lions, 3TC Cricket, the Football Association of 
Wales, the South African Cricketers’ Association, 
News UK and Telegraph Media Group on various 
digital programmes.

For PT SportSuite, community is everything. 
It drives our team, our relationships with our 
partners, and, most importantly, the way we look 
at digital ecosystems and platforms.

To establish digital sports communities that are 
sustainable and truly passionate about your 
brand, requires a space in which your community 
can come together, allowing fans and players to 
share their stories, rewarding this engagement 
and creating authentic connections between fans, 
players and brands across web, apps, video and 
social. 

It’s all part of establishing a healthy digital 
ecosystem, one in which there is a symbiosis 
between all community members to the benefit 
of everyone.

For us, sponsors have a key role to play in 
incentivising your community to contribute 
while conversely, you allow your fans to interact 
with your sponsors’ brands in new and exciting 
ways. This not only provides added value to 
your commercial partnerships by allowing your 
sponsors to better position their brands within 
your community, it will attract new sponsors 
looking to leverage a digital community centred 
around your brand.

LEAD CONTACT NAME

PT SPORTSUITE EXPLAINER VIDEO: 

CONTACT DETAILS

Rich Cheary richard@ptsportsuite.com

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT
DIGITAL MEDIA ECOSYSTEM FOR SPORTS ORGANISATIONS

https://ptsportsuite.com/
https://www.publisherstoolbox.com/
https://www.publisherstoolbox.com/
mailto:richard%40ptsportsuite.com?subject=
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u4lsoaaJgVv8JGOkla0xQ_tR1RFFIl-p/view
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Unlock the value of your digital media assets

MODULE 1

OUR MODULES

DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

PT SportSuite provides the ultimate digital 
asset management (DAM) solution for sports 
organisations. Powered by world-leading AWS 
architecture, PT SportSuite’s DAM goes further than 
any other cloud-media library, giving sports clubs, 
associations, player bodies and more the tools to 
manage their valuable digital media assets like 
modern media powerhouses. 

Ingest, upload, store, manage, search and share 
your digital media in an intelligent cloud ecosystem 
- all with one platform – while providing access to 
authorised partners, sponsors, players, users from 
anywhere in the world, at any time, on any device. 

CENTRALISE DIGITAL MEDIA 
ASSETS IN THE CLOUD

Safeguard your assets and provide 
accessibility to authorised users from 
anywhere in the world, on any device

MEDIA INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS

The PT SportSuite DAM’s powerful image & 
video analysis functionality classifies bulk sets of 
images/videos into thousands of categories via 
machine learning - making your media infinitely 
searchable and discoverable.

LIGHTING FAST MEDIA SEARCHING

For media teams, the ability to find the right 
digital content instantaneously is crucial. It’s 
a fast-paced world – you need your media 
assets, and you need them now.

3RD-PARTY INTEGRATION

The PT SportSuite DAM is highly accessible via 
APIs, making integration with 3rd party CMS and/
or media platforms simple

TECHNOLOGY 
PARTNER
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Innovative fan, player and brand engagement 
platforms for sports organisations

MODULE 2

PT SPORTSUITE MOBILE APP AND WEB

No two organisations are the same. PT SportSuite’s 
collection of enterprise engagement modules 
means you have the flexibility to configure a 
mobile app or web solution that caters for your 
unique business needs.

Sports communities crave excitement and innovation. Building a sustainable digital sports 
community requires a digital space where fans can come together and engage, gain access 
to unique content, be rewarded and connected to your club, brand and sponsors in new and 
exciting ways, while being allowed to share their own sporting experiences.

A digital space where fans can come 
together and engage

NEWS & MEDIA FEED

Exclusive content - keep your fans up to date 
with breaking news – 24/7 

Choice of interface themes and user 
experiences

Personalised user-specific feed preferences

Integrate with existing website workflow 

Third-party content feeds integration

Push notifications of breaking news

Categorise media into sections or TV 
channels

STATISTICS

3rd party stats integration - tell sporting 
stories through the numbers with market-
leading, integrated data services 

Stats and analytics engine

Latest fixtures and results

Real-time match statistics

Player career/match statistics
OFFICIAL STATS 
PERFORM PARTNERS
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AUDIENCE PROFILING

Know your fans - build up a profile of your 
digital audience

User registration via single sign-on

Authentication via social logins 
(LinkedIn, Google, Facebook, Apple ID)

Integrate with existing single sign-on

Track and analyse user behaviour

Enable targeted user profile advertising

Fan Challenges - Capturing the Supporter 
Experience 

Give the fans a voice - collect valuable, authentic UGC 
content from your fans – and utilise their influence 
through media contributions for commercial or 
awareness campaigns

Create in-app or web Fan Media Challenges with 
instructions, supporting media and motivation

Branded content competitions to incentivise and 
reward engagement

Fans can submit their Challenge responses for 
review (videos, photos and audio)

Create unique branded marketing/social campaigns 
with authentic user generated media

Transform your players into media producers 
 
All around the world, sports organisations and their brand 
partners are looking for ways to tell better stories, by 
capturing the unseen, behind-the scenes player content that 
brings the world of pro sport to life.

SportMojos can be white-labelled with your brand identity 
- allowing you to create multiple private media producing 
teams of players, coaches, brand ambassadors, professional 
content creators and more – across sports organisations, 
leagues, associations or championship events.

Commission branded content Challenges across all 
teams

Centralise all incoming Challenge responses on an 
access-controlled cloud dashboard 

Provide player-generated media to official brand 
partners/sponsors

WATCH

https://drive.google.com/drive/search?q=sportmojos%20animation
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AR SCANNING

Unique brand experiences - connect your fans 
to your organisation and sponsors via augmented 
reality scanning

Create innovative AR campaigns with a simple-
to-use web-based campaign management 

Bring match programmes, logos, print 
branding and more to life with exclusive video 
content

Run unique competitions by augmenting logos, 
print ads and more

Monetise by connecting print material to 
e-commerce channels

DYNAMIC ADVERTISING AND 
MONETISATION

Drive revenue growth - via integrated 
advertising

Sponsored news content and competitions

Pre-roll video advertising 

Ad analytics to enable targeted campaigns

Integrate online retail merchandise channels

M-COMMERCE

Retail enablement - turn your mobile app 
or web platform into a retail destination for 
your sports organisation

Integrate with your existing online retail 
channels

Access to online ticketing systems

Product updates via push notifications
BUY NOW
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SOCIAL HUB

App community - bring social followers 
into your own app or web environment

Integrate social media feeds

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube

One-stop shop for social content

Convert social followers into your own 
app/web environment

LIVE BROADCAST FROM REMOTE 
LOCATION

With our Mobile Video OTT solution, you can 
engage with your community anytime, anywhere, 
on any device. Your audience wants to be 
included in the action – get deeper insight and 
material while connecting your fans with their 
favourite brand.

Simple, powerful video OTT platform

MODULE 3

VIDEO OTT

The PT SportSuite video streaming service 
is a scalable OTT solution that allows sports 
organisations to broadcast match feeds, 
highlights and exclusive branded video content 
direct to the fans.

Provide brand partners and sponsors with more 
digital exposure by broadcasting exclusive live 
and on-demand video content to app or web.

DISCOVER NEW VALUE IN YOUR VIDEO 
ARCHIVES

With our AWS-powered intelligent media 
services across your video archive, we can 
unearth a new level of intelligence and 
applicable analytical and copyright detection for 
you to take better stock of media ownership. 
Search, find and repurpose old media archives 
more accurately and faster than ever before.
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LIVE SCHEDULED PROGRAMMING

We can help you configure and set up a 
scheduled programming live stream channel – 
think highlights, replays, adverts, interviews or 
news reports. We’re ready to collaborate with 
you to provide competitive live streaming at 
AWS cost price.

VIDEO OTT MICROSITE OR MOBILE APP

We can provide a tactical, robust and cost-effective 
mechanism to distribute your video content across web 
and mobile apps. Our Video OTT web and app platform 
modules include payment gateways for subscription 
services and voucher code capability, allowing season 
ticket holders to bypass any unnecessary commercial 
obstacles for those loyal members of your community.

BACK-UP YOUR VIDEO IN AWS-CLOUD 
POWERED DAM

Our AWS Certified engineers can help import all 
your valuable video assets into your own digital 
asset management platform. With our AWS 
compliant DAM platform, there is no lock on your 
media, unlike most proprietary Video OTT services. 
You can access your video assets via web interface 
or directly via AWS S3 console – allowing your 
assets to be referenced, syndicated and analysed in 
parallel to the Video OTT streaming solution.

BRANDED VIDEO PLAYER EXPERIENCE

We believe in ensuring a continuous and 
submersive video experience that can be 
monetised and offers your viewers a configured or 
AI-recommended playlisting. Our Video OTT player 
can be designed, styled and embedded into any 
web or mobile web platform.
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WHO WE WORK WITH

BRISTOL SPORT - FAN COMMUNITY APPS

The Bristol Sport suite of apps allows fans of Bristol 
City FC, Bristol Bears and Bristol Flyers to get closer 
to their clubs than ever before, with up-to-date 
news, live and on-demand streaming, fixtures and 
results, augmented reality and a unique Fan Zone 
module, where fans can submit their favourite 
sporting moments, view fellow fans’ submissions 
and participate in exclusive branded/sponsored 
media Challenges.

BRISTOL SPORT - AUGMENTED REALITY 
SCANNING 

In 2019, Bristol Sport tasked PT SportSuite with 
finding a technology solution that would re-invent 
the matchday programme experience for fans across 
their three brands in a way that would increase fan 
engagement and allow brand partners to connect to 
their fanbase in a new and unique way.

By integrating the Augmenta AR solution into Bristol 
Sport’s mobile fan apps, supporters can now access 
exclusive video content by scanning AR activated 
content within the matchday programme. 

So far, Bristol Sport have created over 50+ AR 
campaigns on the simple-to-use Augmenta 
web campaign portal to bring matchday covers, 
promotional posters, logos and more to life.

Campaigns include links to Bristol’s social media 
platforms and ecommerce stores, driving further fan 
engagement and monetisation.

Download the Bristol Bears app on Google Play or the App Store 
and scan this matchday cover to access exclusive video content

Simply sign in, tap on AR SCAN in the home menu and hold your 
phone up to this image.

SCAN THIS IMAGE

WATCH

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QbfUR_kCcnbcYjmZgtiRyOPXc_b2ytWB/view
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/apple-store/id1480685271?ls=1
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.publisherstoolbox.bristolbears
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https://live.3team.cricket/

3 TEAM CRICKET - MICROSITE FOR LIVE 
AND ON-DEMAND STREAMING 

With spectators currently not allowed in the 
stands, live streaming has become essential to 
keeping fans connected.

Earlier this summer Cricket South Africa 
debuted a new 3 Team Cricket format, with PT 
SportSuite bringing coverage of the historic 
event to remote audiences. Providing our 
technological expertise, we delivered a live feed 
of the first-ever 3TC match to a fan microsite 
that our team developed for the event, allowing 
fans outside of geo-restricted areas to enjoy the 
action on any digital device.

BRISTOL SPORT - LIVE AND ON-DEMAND 
VIDEO STREAMING  

Like all professional sports teams in Europe, Bristol 
City and Bristol Flyers were left with the huge dilemma 
of fans not being able to attend matches during the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

PT SportSuite collaborated with Bristol Sport’s football 
and basketball clubs to ensure fans would never miss a 
moment of the action during home games. Two branded 
video OTT microsites were developed, allowing fans 
to pay a small fee, on a game-by-game basis. Bristol 
City season-ticket holders were given the opportunity 
to watch every remaining game for free, via a simple 
voucher code.

Live match streams were made available via web, mobile 
and the official Bristol City and Flyers mobile apps.

Stanley Hughes, Robins season-ticket holder

“The quality of the Robins TV microsite 
made up for the fact I couldn’t be at the 

games in person”

VIEW THE 3TC LIVE STREAMING PORTAL:

https://live.3team.cricket/
https://live.3team.cricket/
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BRITISH & IRISH LIONS - CLOUD BASED 
DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT, MEDIA 
PORTAL AND FAN UGC PLATFORM

PT SportSuite’s digital platforms will unlock 
the power of the Lions’ considerable media 
archive; enable the collection of genuine 
fan-generated content via exclusive Fan 
Challenges; and provide an official media 
portal that gives sponsors real-time access to 
exclusive Lions media.

The partnership will establish a technical 
back-end that will enable the Lions to thrive 
and increase the collection and accessibility of 
valuable media IP throughout the lifecycle of 
the tour and beyond.

The official Lions Fan Portal, powered by 
SportMojos, will empower new levels of fan 
engagement, allowing the Lions to unearth 
the stories behind the tour, with thousands 
of fans travelling to SA. PT SportSuite’s 
collaboration with the Lions will give 
supporters an opportunity to make their own 
mark on the team’s rich history in the lead 
up to and during the upcoming tour to South 
Africa, by taking on Fan Media Challenges 
and being rewarded for it.

All historical and incoming Lions digital media 
will be centralised in PT SportSuite’s Amazon-
powered DAM for safe guarding their digital 
media IP, while making it searchable and 
accessible to all media partners and production 
teams in the lead-up to the 2021 tour. After 
establishing a sound and professional sports 
DAM, Lions media can now be further analysed 
through a mixture of Google and Amazon AI 
and machine-learning services.
 
We see the DAM and video on-demand 
streaming as complementary services and are 
providing a branded video player that enables 
preconfig playlistings and AI recommended 
playlists. 
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HASHTAG UNITED - COLLECTING PLAYER-GENERATED CONTENT WITH SPORTMOJOS

UK football club Hashtag United FC have got a lot right when it comes to the media side of the 
beautiful game. But the best never sit still, and the Essex-based club’s collaboration with PT SportSuite 
saw them improve their media output and functionality even further.

Sports organisations’ means of creating content was rocked by Covid-19. This was especially true 
for teams lower in the pyramid. Hashtag United operations director Neil Smythe explained how 
SportMojos helped in such unprecedented times.

Smythe says: “With sport on hold, and our content team forced to work remotely without shared 
access to archive content, we were reliant on player contributions to keep fans engaged. SportMojos 
allows our players to submit content seamlessly to our central content team, which is going to prove 
invaluable.”

Magic can happen on the edge of the box or on the back of the bus, and the simplicity of the 
SportMojos app empowers fans and players to easily submit this content.

Smythe continues: “One thing this period has shown is that a sports audience will engage with content 
outside of match highlights. There is an appetite to be let in behind the scenes, to hear from athletes 
in an authentic way.

“We’re using SportMojos to help us receive and curate UGC-style social 
video content from players and the wider club. When you’re working 

remotely with multiple contributors, it really helps having a clear, 
simple workflow which works for all, rather than receiving content via 

multiple sources.”
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PT SportSuite is open to establishing relationships built around sustainability, scalability 
and support towards achieving a customer’s strategy. 

We at PT SportSuite always look to tailor a sustainable partnership model with large 
organisations, that contributes back into our products’ growth. While each product or 
platform has its own commercial set-up and license models, should you identify the value 
in extending or reshaping any of our digital platforms, a partnership model and potential 
IP share arrangement can be explored.

We believe sports organisations are in fact event and media production businesses, 
that showcase content alongside sponsors to a common audience of fans. In order for 
a successful, sustainable commercial model to be put in place, we feel any relationship 
should be defined by complete collaboration, mutual objectives and rewards. 

PT SportSuite has in the past worked on a risk-partnership model to ensure revenue 
generation and adoption of our suite of products to meet commercial generation goals.

OUR PARTNERSHIP APPROACH

WWW.PTSPORTSUITE.COM

Any relationship should be defined by complete collaboration, mutual 
objectives and rewards

PT SPORTSUITE IS A PUBLISHER’S 
TOOLBOX PLATFORM

About Publisher’s Toolbox

Publisher’s Toolbox is the world’s leading digital content ecosystem – a suite 
of innovative digital products and platforms that allow businesses of all sizes 
and shapes to to effectively collect, store, manage and publish digital media, 
while providing incentivised community engagement via print, mobile, video 
and augmented reality.
 
The Publisher’s Toolbox has been developed over a 10-year period in 
collaboration with some of the world’s most prestigious media groups and 
brand agencies to facilitate digital acceleration, sustainability and digital 
community growth. 


